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DrueckGlueck Casino Mobile App. DrueckGlueck has definitely learned what makes a casino site a

great place for interactive players. This is why this German-friendly casino has a plethora of fun games to
offer, provides bountiful promotions and allows its members to enjoy their time wherever they go. In

addition to German players, the casino actually accepts gambling devotees from different countries and
offers a fair and fun experience for all of them. If you are unable to play in the comfort of your own home,
you can easily continue your DrueckGlueck adventures at the mobile version of the casino . Even while
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you are doing your daily commute, waiting in line or just looking for a way to entertain yourself while on
the move, you can rely on DrueckGlueck. Mobile players should expect a wide range of gaming options,

convenient payment options and wonderful promotions . Not only is there a browser-based mobile
version of the casino but some players will also be able to enjoy their experience on a native app. This

will make their gambling experience even more convenient and fun. Features. As it was aforementioned,
players will be able to play both via the browser on their portable devices and on a dedicated casino app
. Android users will be able to load Drueck Glueck’s site on their smart device using their browser app.

There will not be any significant change in the design of the website, except for the fact that it will be
simplified so that players can easily navigate their mobile experience. In addition to the browser-based

version, iOS users will also be able to find a dedicated mobile app at the App Store. This will allow them
to install it on their iPhone and iPad devices and continue their adventures any time they wish. The app
also utilizes a very user-friendly design to allow players easy access to the games, promotions, cashier
and any other section of the mobile casino. In addition to a wide range of slots and table games, players

will also have the chance to explore a wide range of live-dealer games. This will make their mobile
gaming experience even more realistic and will allow them to enjoy roulette, blackjack, baccarat and

poker variations, played with real dealers . The Cashier is also easily accessed on the mobile app and
allows players to quickly make deposits and request cashouts. This is also extremely convenient for

those who want to make use of the promotions of DrueckGlueck right away and they need to top up their
balance. If you happen to have some questions about your experience at DrueckGlueck, you will be able

to contact the support team via the Live Chat option which is available both on the browser-based
mobile version and on the native app. Unfortunately, the mobile application is available only in German

but the browser-based version of DrueckGlueck can be loaded in English, German, Norwegian and
Swedish. Games. One of the best qualities of DrueckGlueck is that it provides its patrons with a great
choice for games. Whether you prefer spinning reels, classic table games or you want to make your

experience a tad different, you can definitely find the title to suit your taste . If you are a fan of slots, you
can choose between classic 3-reel variations and video slots, powered by some of the biggest names in
the online gaming business. Names like Mercur, NetEnt, Microgaming, NYX Interactive, Play’n GO and
others have powered the games at DrueckGlueck. Among the popular slots, you can find titles like Rich
Wilde and the Book of Dead, Starburst, Wild Toro, Immortal Romance, Extra Chilli and others. Players

who enjoy table games will also find a few card games and roulette variations at Drueck Glueck.
American Blackjack Turbo, European Blackjack Turbo, European Roulette Pro, American Roulette Pro
and French Roulette Pro are a few of the games you can enjoy at the casino. If you wish to make your

experience even more thrilling, you can head to the Live Casino section of DrueckGlueck. There, you will
be able to choose from a wide range of casino tables that suit the preferences of different players. Those
who wish to land even a bigger prize can try some of the jackpot games available at the mobile casino.

Currently, games like Mega Moolah and Arabian Nights offer generous jackpots that can definitely make
one lucky player significantly richer in an instance. Bonuses and Promotions. DrueckGlueck provides a
very thrilling adventure to its members thanks to the promotions it is offering. Players who have newly

opened an account will have the opportunity to claim a 100% bonus of up to €100 and 50 Free Spins .
The minimum deposit that newcomers are required to make in order to be able to make use of the

bonus is €10. While making their first deposit, players will also have to use the promo code GLUECK
which will allow them to claim the Welcome Bonus. The Free Spins awarded to newcomers can be used

on the slot Rich Wilde and the Book of Dead. The deposit bonus and winnings accumulated from the
free spins are subjected to wagering requirements of 30x the aggregate amount of the bonus and the
deposit. Players will have 30 days to use their bonus and meet the wagering requirements . When you
stake the bonus amount, you must keep in mind that there is a max bet capped at 10% of the bonus

amount or €/£/$5. It will be the lower amount that will apply as the max bet for the wagering of your bonus
funds. If you have made your deposit via Neteller or Skrill, the utmost amount you can bet while staking
the bonus is €/£/$1. In addition to the Welcome Bonus which applies to new players, there are plenty of
other incentives that regular casino members can also enjoy. For instance, there are daily promotions
that reward different prizes to patrons of DrueckGlueck and even if you play on your phone, you will be

able to make use of them . New players also have the opportunity to enjoy Free Spins for an entire year.
When they make their first deposit, they can claim a 50% Match Bonus and the free spins for an entire
year by uploading at least €50 and using the promo code TV50 . The maximum amount one can enjoy

thanks to this offer is €100 and the aforementioned wagering requirements of 30x the sum of the deposit
and bonus amount also apply. Each week, players will receive 10 Free Spins either on Thursdays or



Fridays. The maximum winnings one can enjoy from free spins is capped at €100. Casino members can
also participate in tournaments, enjoy discounted spin packages and claim monthly rewards. Banking.
As it was mentioned earlier, mobile players will also have the chance to manage their casino funds in a
hassle-free way. Members of DrueckGlueck will be able to set their account in AUD, CAD, CHF, DKK,

EUR, GBP, NOK, RUB, SEK, USD or ZAR. The deposit minimum stated by the casino is €/£/$10 , while
the least amount one can cash out is set at €/£/$20. Among the available deposit options, you will find
payment methods such as credit/debit cards by Visa and Mastercard, e-wallets by Neteller, Skrill and

ecoPayz, Trustly, Fast Bank Transfer, Sofort, Instant Banking by Citadel, eKonto, TrustPay, WebMoney.
For their withdrawals, casino members can utilize several convenient methods which include credit/debit

cards, e-wallets, wire transfers. The waiting period differs for each method but usually, e-wallets like
Skrill, Neteller and ecoPayz offer the fastest withdrawals and one can receive their money in less than 24

hours. Wire transfers take between 2 and 7 business days and there is a fee of €10 which, however,
does not apply to withdrawals over €500. Credit and debit card users will be able to cash out their funds

without paying any fees but will also have to wait between 2 and 7 working days. The maximum for
withdrawals is set at €5,000 per transaction and €10,000 per month. Support. One of the greatest things
about DrueckGlueck is that it provides a wonderful support service to its members. For those who are
troubled by some issue or they simply have any questions, they can contact the representatives of the
interactive casino . Whether you are playing on a computer device or on your phone/ tablet, you will be

able to find the contact details of DrueckGlueck and use them whenever you need to. Before contacting
the support team, however, you might find the information you are looking for, at the FAQ section of the

casino. After reading the answers there, you will learn plenty of useful details about various casino
aspects. In addition to that, you will be able to send your questions directly to a casino agent by using the

Live Chat option . It is only available, however, when you log into DrueckGlueck account. Alternatively,
casino members can also contact the support team by sending an email at

Support@DrueckGlueck.com , Support@DrückGlück.de or Support@DrueckGlueck.co.uk . There is
also the call the numbers which the casino has provided for its members. The number for UK players is
0203 150 2541, while German players can use 08938036425. Meanwhile, International players can dial

+1 647 724 4691. Safety and Fair Gaming. To prove its patrons that they will be playing in a properly
regulated environment, DrueckGlueck holds valid licenses issued by some of the strictest jurisdictions in

the iGaming industry. The company that operates the casino is SkillOnNet Ltd and it holds a license
issued by the Malta Gaming Authority . In order to provide its games to UK-based players, the casino

also holds a license by the UK Gambling Commission . To ensure that the outcome of every game on the
site and the mobile casino is arbitrary, DrueckGlueck utilizes an RNG (Random Number Generator). This
software contributes to the fairness of the casino and the randomness of results. In order to protect your
transactions to and from the virtual casino, every piece of data is encrypted using an SSL technology . It
guarantees that no third party will have access to any sensitive piece of information that you share with

DrueckGlueck. Conclusion. DrueckGlueck is definitely a wonderful gaming site for casino fans and what
is even better, it is also fully optimized to run on mobile devices . In addition to that, some players will be

able to make use of a dedicated casino app that allows a gaming experience just as smooth as the web-
based one. Mobile players will be able to make fast deposits and withdraw their winnings even when

they are on the move. In addition to that, they will be able to take advantage of the daily promotions that
DrueckGlueck is offering and the other incentives that come along with playing at the casino. This will

only further improve one’s experience at the mobile version of DrueckGlueck.
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